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Modern Coding TheoryCambridge University Press, 2008
Having trouble deciding which coding scheme to employ, how to design a new scheme, or how to improve an existing system? This summary of the state-of-the-art in iterative coding makes this decision more straightforward. With emphasis on the underlying theory, techniques to analyse and design practical iterative coding systems are presented. Using...
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Orchestrating Local Climate Policy in the European Union: Inter?Municipal Coordination and the Covenant of Mayors in Germany and France ... Energy Policy and Climate Protection)Springer, 2019

	Can we sidestep tedious climate policy negotiations and forge a coalition of the willing instead? Many international organizations and scholars hope to spur local climate action by orchestration, indirect and voluntary governance arrangements. Lena Bendlin looks beyond the apparent success of voluntary initiatives using the example of the...
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Theory and Applications of Multi-Tethers in Space (Springer Tracts in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		
			
				This book offers a comprehensive overview of recently developed space multi-tethers, such as maneuverable space tethered nets and space tethered formation. For each application, it provides detailed derivatives to describe and analyze the mathematical model of the system, and then discusses the design and proof of...
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CCNP(R): Cisco Internetwork Troubleshooting Study Guide (642-831)Sybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare the latest Cisco Internetwork    Troubleshooting Support (CIT) exam, 642-831. This Study Guide provides:
	In-depth coverage of key exam topics    
	Practical information    on troubleshooting and optimizing Cisco internetworks    

...
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Simply Scheme - 2nd Edition: Introducing Computer ScienceMIT Press, 1999
There are two schools of thought about teaching computer science. We might caricature the two views this way:

· The conservative view: Computer programs have become too large and complex to encompass in a human mind.
Therefore, the job of computer science education is to teach people how to discipline their work in such a way...
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Systems Thinking, Third Edition: Managing Chaos and Complexity: A Platform for Designing Business ArchitectureMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	This is an unconventional book for an unconventional reader. It is intended
	for those professionals who, in addition to their specialized knowledge,
	would like to get a handle on life so they may put their special text into its
	proper context. It speaks to those thinkers and practitioners who have
	come to realize that learning to be...
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LTE and the Evolution to 4G Wireless: Design and Measurement ChallengesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The Next Generation: Wireless Communications for Multimedia and Beyond


	From both a technical and a practical point of view, there is much to examine, evaluate and understand in the new 3GPP LTE cellular technology before its projected deployment in 2010. This book, written by Agilent engineers in collaboration with Anite...
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CCNP ONT Portable Command Guide (Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2008
Welcome to ONT! In 2006, Cisco Press came to me and told me, albeit very quietly, that there was going to be a major revision of the CCNP certification exams. Then they asked whether I would be interested in working on a command guide in the same fashion as my previous books for Cisco Press: the Cisco Networking Academy Program ...
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Simply Scheme: Introducing Computer ScienceMIT Press, 1994
An introductory-level text for students who are not majoring in computer  science as well as for computer science majors with no prior programming  experience, Simply Scheme teaches computer science from a  functional/symbolic point of view. It provides a solid platform from  which students can go on to study the seminal work Structure and...
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The Employer Bill of Rights: A Manager's Guide to Workplace LawApress, 2012

	Any employee can sue any employer at any time, and for just about any reason. There is no such thing as a bulletproof personnel decision. It’s no wonder businesses fear lawsuits from employees—they are costly in terms of time, money, and distraction.  


	But fear not. The Employer Bill of Rights: A...
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Relational Database Design and Implementation, Third Edition: Clearly Explained 3eMorgan Kaufmann, 2009
Fully revised, updated, and expanded, Relational Database Design and Implementation, Third Edition is the most lucid and effective introduction to the subject available for IT/IS professionals interested in honing their skills in database design, implementation, and administration. This book provides the conceptual and practical information...
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The Holy Grail of Network Storage ManagementPrentice Hall, 2003
The Holy Grail of Network Storage Management, by noted IT veteran and author Jon William Toigo, is a comprehensive, vendor-neutral guide to networked storage management. The book gives consumers straight information on the business value of current products and technologies, and describes how to make informed...
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